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just once in a while you hear that.
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But the other sounds, just like

this wind, you can--<if it's quiet and the wind is coming from about ten
or fifteen miles,you can hear that wind coming.
on that tipi.

Things like birds.

flying over the tipi.

Pretty soon it hits

You can hear a bird flying come and

You can hear the wings--I don't know what kind

of a bird, but you can hear things like that in there. And in the fire,
sometimes one of the sticks will have worms or something like that in
there.

When it gets to that place, it makes some kind of whistle sound

and turns into some other kind of-different things in that smoke/
things that are,different.
things in it.

And that smoke--you can smell

You smell it and some other kind of

It's the same smoke, but you smell, different

Sometimes they smell something sweet inth.ere.

(It seems to me from what you're saying that most of these effects are
pleasant--the things that you see or hear or smell.
any effects that are unpleasant?
I don't think so.
and it's going to--

Are there ever

Or depressing or bad to think about?)

It's just in the tipi--you eat enough of that peyote
And your voice will change, too.

different voice when'you starb singing.
or something like that.
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You'll have a

And your action will get faster

Maybe the blood circulates faster.

And every\

little thing you hear:, you just turn around quick.
(I've noticed that, but I didn't know if my effects were typical or not.)
Some doctors--we had a government doctor long time ago that said this
peyote's good for the blood.

It's jtist like taking them shots they give.

They say that peyo'te's good for that--for blood.
1
i

Purify your blood.

S*OME BAD REACTIONS TO PEYOTE AND EATING /TOO MUCH PEYOTE
(Could a person ever have any effects from it that might be sort of
bad or unpleasant--make him afraid?)
Well, sometimes they do.
get worse.

When you get that way--get scared--you just

But if you sit there and just think," "Oh, I've just got

that peyote effect.

It's nothing."

Then you're all

right.

But if

